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The actual size of the Osaka map is 630 X 650 pixels, the file size (in bytes) is 28047. You can open, download and print this detailed map of Osaka by clicking on the map yourself or by clicking this link: Open the map. Osaka - Guide To Chapter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Kansai Airport is located on an
island that was artificially built. It does not boast spacious terminals, however, its design has repeatedly withstood various natural problems, including earthquakes and typhoons. Chubu Airport is located near the city of Tokoname. On its territory there is a chic 4-storey shopping center, where you can
relax in local bars, hold a conference in business halls, relax in VIP rooms, as well as rent a car or read the offers of travel agencies. From the airport to the city you can get by high-speed train or bus.... Discover the best way to explore Osaka on the subway and Osaka Loop Line. Here are details about
Osaka's subway system and rail system and special ticket deals. Osaka Metro: Blanscape/Shutterstock.com Takeaway: Metro and Osaka Loop Line are the best way to get around Osaka. Two metro lines will reach you almost everywhere: the red Midosuji line and the Chuo Green Line. The most useful
railway line is the Osaka Loop line (often referred to simply as the loop line). You can use the Japan Rail Pass on this line. The best way to pay for all trains and subways in Osaka with a prepaid Icoca card. Details: Osaka Metro System Osaka Metro System is extensive, fast, regular and efficient. There
are a total of nine metro lines, but you can explore most of the city with only two of them, the Midosuji Line and the Chuo Line, which form a cross in Osaka. The Midosuji Line is located to the north/south and connects all of Osaka's main urban centres: Shin Osaka, Umeda (China), Honmati (Central
Osaka), Shinsaibashi (Minami), Ndba (Minami) and Tennoji. This line is marked in red on maps and trains. The Chuo Line is located to the east/west and connects osaka Castle (at Tanimachi 4-Chome station) with the Osaka Bay area (at Osakako Station). Along the way it crosses the Midosuji line at
Honmati station, making it easy to cross between these two important lines. Tickets are valid on all subway lines (i.e. you don't have to buy individual tickets on different lines). Transfers are easy and well marked, but some walks can be long in stations. Subway fares range from Y180 to Y370 for adults
and Y90 and Y190 for children aged 6 to 11 (younger children are free). You buy a ticket to your destination before you log in to the subway system. The destination boards are marked in Japanese and English. Osaka Metro Map Osaka Metro passes and special tickets there are several useful passes to
consider to explore Osaka: Amazing Osaka Pass (Surutto Kansai Ride around Pass Osaka Area Edition) Reality: Unlimited use of use 1 day on all subways and buses in Osaka, as well as on all private rail lines in and around Osaka (but cannot be used on JR trains such as Loop Line). Also includes:
FREE entrance to 20 attractions in Osaka, including Osaka Castle and the Umeda Sky building (but not the Osaka Aquarium). Cost: 2300 rubles for adults (no discounted ticket for children, but they can use adult passes) Where to buy: At all ticket offices of subway stations and private railway lines in
Osaka. Best for: Travelers who want to explore extensively in Osaka for 1 day. For more information, see the official website of Amazing Osaka Pass. You can also buy Amazing Osaka Pass online through Voyagin.com Osaka Kaiyu Ticket Reality: Unlimited use for 1 day on all subways and buses in
Osaka (but can't be used on JR trains like Loop Line). Also includes: FREE entrance to the Osaka Aquarium and discounted entrance to 30 attractions in Osaka. Cost: 2,550 years for adults and school-age children and older, 1,300 years for primary school-age and younger children. Where to buy: At all
ticket offices of metro stations and private railway lines in Osaka. Best for: Travelers who want to explore Osaka for one day and go to the Osaka Aquarium. For more information, see the official Osaka Kayyu Ticket website. Osaka 1-Day Unlimited Metro/Bus Ticket (Osaka Enjoy Maps) Reality: Unlimited
use of all subways and buses in Osaka. Cost: Y800 for adults on weekdays, Y600 on weekends and holidays, Y300 every day for children ages 6 to 11 (below that they are free, above what they pay adult prices) Where to buy: Osaka subway vending machines and cash registers. Best for: Travelers who
want to explore Osaka extensively for 1 day but don't intend to enter many attractions. For more information: Osaka 1-day pass site using subway and trains with prepaid card (Icoca, Suica or Pasmo) By far the easiest and best way to use The Osaka subway and trains with prepaid cards like Icoca,
Pasmo or Suica. You just swipe the card on the turnstiles at the entrance and exit of the system. The fare will be automatically deducted from your card and the machine will show the remaining balance. For more information on where and how to buy one of these cards, see our prepaid cards - Icoca,
Suica or Pasmo. JR and private trains in Osaka In addition to the metro system described above, several JRs and private rail lines criss-cross Osaka. Private lines are not very useful for exploring Osaka (they are mainly for travel between Osaka and nearby cities such as Kyoto, Kobe Nara). But, the J.R.
Osaka Loop Line (usually referred to only as the Osaka Loop Line or just the Loop Line) can be useful for sightseeing in Osaka. The Loop Line is most useful for taking a trip from JR Osaka Station and Osakajokoen, which is the nearest train/metro station to Osaka Castle. You can also take it from JR
Osaka Station Station Tenma Station, which is located near Osaka Children's Square. Otherwise, you'll probably find the subway to the best means to get around Osaka. To travel on JR trains in Osaka, you can buy individual tickets, use the Japan Rail Pass or use a prepaid card such as Icoca, Suica or
Pasmo. Osaka Train and Metro Maps Tips for Riding Subway and Trains in Osaka Avoid Subway Ride and Trains during rush hour (7:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.-8 p.m.). Use the Midosuji line to travel north/south in the city (between hubs such as Shin Osaka, Umeda, Honmati, Shinsaibashi, Ndba and
Tennoji). Use the loop line between Osaka Station and Osaka Castle. If you buy single tickets and can't figure out the fare for your destination, just buy the cheapest ticket. When you get to your destination, put a ticket in the car fare adjustments, insert a proper extra fare and use the ticket it's spitting out
to get through the turnstiles. See these places on Google Inside Osaka: Discover the Osaka map and see a list of places on the left side. (Click the 3-line icon in the top left corner if not). Scroll down or use a map search (magnifying glass icon) to find the place you want. Click on the name of the place on
the list. Its pin location will be highlighted on the map. Map of colored pins - BLUE: Hotels / Ryokan / Guest Houses WAOLET: Ryokan PINK: Places to Eat Green: Shops YELLOW: What to see and do if you use a map on your phone, open the map and then look for the name of the place. The map will
then increase its location. Map of osaka district Tap Osaka district for details of attractions, places to eat and accommodation Trains and Osaka metro system are usually the best way to get around Osaka. Getting to know the Osaka metro map and the fact that the rail lines go to the fact that Osaka train
stations are important, since trains are a key means of getting to Kyoto, Kobe, and surrounding areas, too. Osaka has many railway lines owned by both JR and other private railways. Knowing which train is going where will help you put together an effective sightseeing plan, so we'll share the most
common Osaka train stations and subway stations as well as the main attractions on the Osaka metro map. JR Osaka Train Map Orientation: 3 Major JR Western Lines There are many JR lines that run through the Kansai area. When sightseeing through the Osaka area, you will mainly use the Kyoto
Line, the Kobe Line, the Osaka Kanjo line, and the line from the nearest Universal Studios station in Japan, the Yumesaki line. LINE JR Kyoto: The fastest way to get from Osaka to Kyoto Is the line Osaka station and Kyoto Station, with a special fast service train that will take you from one to the other in



30 minutes. It's faster than a private railway, but there aren't many attractions along the tracks. JR Kobe Kobe Getting from Osaka to Kobe This line connects Osaka Station with Kobe Station, and Kobe Station with Himeji station. The journey between Osaka and Kobe takes about 25 minutes on a special
fast-service train. This line makes it easy to reach popular Kobe attractions such as Nanjing Machi (Moto-cho Station), Chinatown City, and Kobe Kitano Foreign Residences (San no Mia Station). JR Osaka Kanjo Line: Perfect for sightseeing around Osaka Osaka Kanjo Line running in a circle around the
center of Osaka. There are many attractions along its tracks such as Osaka Castle and Tsutenkaku. The most popular attractions and their nearest stations are listed below. Attractions along the Osaka Kanjo line and their nearest Osaka railway stations railway map: JR lines in the Osaka metro area
Shitenno Temple - Kanjo Line Shitenno Station Osaka Castle - Mori no Mia Station, Osakajo Cohen Station (Trade Center) - Osaka Tsytenkaku Station - Sinymamiya STATION JR Western Japan Railway Map JR Kyoto Line and JR Kobe Line Rail Map (Japanese only) JR Osaka Kanjo Line and JR
Yumesaki Line Rail Map (Japanese only) Osaka Metro Map : 8 lines and the main Osaka point of interest Osaka Metro map Osaka Metro has eight separate lines operating in Osaka, rival only the Tokyo Metro in terms of the amount of the line. Of the eight best sightseeing sites is the Midosuji Line. It runs
through Shin Osaka station, Umeda station, Shinsaibashi station and Imba station, giving it excellent access to many critical Osaka stations. In addition, the Osaka Metro has its lines divided into colors, and their stations are divided into numbers. For example, the Midosuji line is red and Umeda Station is
number 16. 1. Midosuji Line The most popular metro line in Osaka. It takes place under the main street of the city, Midosuji. Main Points of Interest (Umeda Station (HepFive) Yodoyabashi Station (Museum of Oriental Pottery, Osaka) Umba Station (Umba Parks) Dobutsuen-me Station (Tsutenkaku)
Tennoji Station (Temple Of Shitno, Abeno Harukas) 2. Tanimachi A Line, which covers the northern and southern sides of Osaka. , Osaka History Museum) (Shitenoji-mae-yuhigaoka Station (Temple Shitenno) Yobashtsui Line runs under Yobashtsui Street, The main points of interest (Nishi Umeda
Station (HepFive) Namba Station (Namba Parks) 4. Chuo Line This line runs from east to west, mainly in the center of Osaka. Ferris wheel) Tanimachi Encho-me Station (Osaka Castle) (Mori no Mia Station (Osaka Castle) (Tanimati Yoncho-me Station (Osaka History Museum) 5. The Senniti-me line runs
under Senniti-me Street, from Tsuruchashi to Sakuragawa, next to the Kintetsu Umba line and the Hansin Umba line. , fabrics and electronics. The main points of interest (Kithama Station (Museum of Oriental Ceramics, Osaka) Ebibucho Station (Tsuchenkaku) 7. Nagahori Tsurumi-Ryukati Line of Japan
is the first linear engine of the fast transit line. Shinsaibashi Station is connected to the Midosuji and Yotsubashashi lines by passages at the ticket gate, allowing you to cross. and it mostly passes through residential areas. Hankyu Dentetsu: Private railway connecting Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe Hankyu rail
map This private railway connects Umada (Osaka), Kobe San no Mia (Kobe) and Kawaharamati (Kyoto). It is the only private railway that covers Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe, three great cities of Kansai. It has nine lines: the Kyoto line, the Takarazuka line, the Kobe line, the Arashiyama line, the Senri line, the
Mino-o line, the Itami line, the Koyo Line and the Imazu Line. The most popular trains among tourists are Umeda (Osaka) in Kawaharamati (Kyoto) in Kyoto Line Limited Express (45 minutes drive) and Umeda (Osaka) in Kobe San no Mia Kobe Line Limited Express (30 minutes trip). Hankyu Electric
Railroad Map Hanshin Electric Railway: The perfect way to get from Osaka to Kobe! Hanshin Railway Map This private railway connects Osaka with Kobe. The journey from Umed (Osaka) to Motomati (Kobe) takes about 35 minutes on a limited express train, while the journey from Osaka Namba to
Motomati (Kobe) takes about 46 minutes, with transfers at Amasakisa station. Hanshin Electric Railway Map Kintetsu Railway: Service great Osaka, Kyoto and Nara - Mie and more! Kintetsu Railway has standard lines in Osaka, Kyoto and Nara, but they also have trains and routes to Mie and Aichi
prefectures. The journey from Osaka Namba to Kintetsu Nara takes about 40 minutes on the express train. Along the lines in Osaka, you will find attractions and spaces such as Dotonbori, Abeno Harukas, and the Osaka Aquarium. In Nara, you will find Nara Park, Mount Yoshino, Ise Shimu and the
Great Temple of Ise. Kintetsu Railway Map Nankai Electric Railway: Access to Mount Koya, Wakayama and Kansai International Airport This railway has many normal and limited express trains on two main lines: the Nankai Main Line, which runs from Namba to the city of Wakayama, and which runs
from Namba to Mount Koya. It also has the Nankai Airport Line, which goes to Kansai International Airport, taking about 40 minutes to get to it on a limited express train from Namba Station (with an additional limited express charge of 510 yen), and 45 minutes by express. Kintetsu Railway Map Nankai
Electric Rail map Hankai Tram: Retro tram runs through Sakai City This tram has two main lines: the Uemachi line from Tennoji Ekimae station to Hamadzi Ekimae station, and the Hankai Line from Ebisu-cho to Abikomichi station. Sumiyoshi Taisha is located on a path known as the example of the
ancient architectural style of Sumiyoshi-zukuri. Keihan Electric Railway: Connecting Osaka and Kyoto, with Osaka Castle and Fusimi Inari Kyoto Temple on the way connecting Osaka and Kyoto Castle and Fushimi Inari Kyoto Temple on the way: Keihan Electric Kei Railwayhan Electric Railway Map
Useful articles Comprehensive summary of Kyoto Train Routes Osaka Metro Runs Kansai Thru Pass Osaka 1 Day Pass / 2 Day Pass - Osaka Metro and City Bus main photo: noina / Shutterstock.com This information from the time of publication of this article. Tax.
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